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It’s not just compact. 
It’s compact without compromise.
Philips Compact Ultrasound System 5000 series for Ob/Gyn

Compact 5000 series

Ultrasound



Familiar touchscreen,  
user interface  

and high-performance 
transducers  

shared  across the Compact 
5000 series, EPIQ Elite  

and Affiniti systems
 
 

3D/4D 
with a full range of 
capabilities for OB

Sealed  
control panel  

offers enhanced 
cleanability  

Uncompromised quality  
with cart-level images 

offering instant insights 
for  every Ob/Gyn  
patient scenario

 

Real-time collaboration 
with colleagues

through Philips 
Collaboration Live*  

so clinicians can securely  
talk, text, screen-share  

and video-stream directly 
from the system

Long battery life
for up to 2.5 hours  
of scanning with 

 extended batteries 

Easy connectivity  
using WiFi to share  
images and reports

Award-winning  
compact design  

for easy mobility that  
fits tight spaces with ease 

for bedside scanning

Philips performance and portability  
like never before
You need quick, high-quality answers, every single time. Now you can bring the value of exceptional ultrasound to more patients, with simplified transport and maneuverability in small spaces.  
The Compact 5000 series for Ob/Gyn gives you superb image quality, flexibility and standardized workflow that were made for the increasing challenges of healthcare.
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* Contract required. Collaboration Live is designed to enable clinical collaboration and consultation on the Philips Compact Ultrasound  
 System 5000 series, but is not intended for diagnostic use on that series. Collaboration Live is intended for clinical collaboration,  
 consultation and remote diagnostic use on Philips EPIQ and Affiniti ultrasound systems, release 9.0 or higher. 



Philips performance and portability  
like never before

Right performance, first scan

Exceptional image quality enhances diagnostic confidence

 * Philips CX50 system used for comparison. External evaluation at two sites with a total of 21 patient exams.

Better color sensitivity 
compared to their  
current system, according 
to 100% of users*

Portable exams help improve 
diagnostic confidence during  
labor and delivery compared  
to their current system,  
according to 95% of users*

Success across all of your 
patient types, imaging 
departments, patient bedside 
or remote locations. 
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aBiometry  
Assist 
Reduces conventional 
biometric measurement 
steps to assess age 
and growth trends, 
streamlining generation  
of the obstetrical report.

FlexVue with  
Orthogonal View
Simplifies 3D volume 
evaluation especially  
in the often difficult  
to acquire coronal plane.

Fetal brain image with the eL18-4 transducer 3D fetal face with V6-2 and TrueVue eL18-4 umbilical cord Doppler3D9-3v early OB with FlexVue
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Premium is now compact
The Compact 5000 series shares imaging architecture and transducers  
across our premium platforms. This means performance that allows  
you to see important structures in crisp detail, even for technically  
challenging body types.

The Compact 5000 series,  
EPIQ Elite and Affiniti ultrasound systems  
offer premium performance and the ability  
to share transducers across systems.


